
Whitepaper

Waifu Token

Waifu ® is an anime-themed entertainment token of the 
Binance Smart Chain ecosystem. No Waifu… No Laifu!

A decentralized premium cryptocurrency for anime lovers and 
otaku. A solid crypto-currency that was built on a top 

blockchain's smart contract. A BEP-20 token on the binance 
smart chain!

It also has a provably fair and transparent initial coin 
distribution, which we believe are critical for the long-term 
success and decentralization. More then 50% of the tokens 

are liquidity locked!
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Liquidity Lock powered by unicrypt network.

Tokens are locked for a fixed time period in a smart contract that is 
used to facilitate trades between the assets on a decentralized 

exchange (DEX).

Exchange powered by pancakeswap.

let's users trade without the need to go through a centralized 
wxchange. Everything you do on PancakeSwap is routed directly 

through your own wallet , you dont need to trust someone else with 
your tokens.

NFT ecosystem powered by anime token.

Sharing macots and waifus of Anime Token ®

Original character's professional handmade, each of our waifus has 
its own personality and identity. Most of our NFTs are 5 to 12 

seconds .mp4 2 to 4k ultraHD.

We create professional ANIME  artwork & NFTs ( Non-Fungible 
Tokens ) with amazing graphic works, that you can collect sell and 

share !
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Tokenomics & Specifications :

BEP-20 Binance Smart Chain

Decentralized: Yes

Coins: 69,000,000

Premine: 0%

Presale: 0%

Team Tokens: 0%

Starting Liquidity: 22BNB

Starting MC: 10.000$

Liquidity: Pancakeswap BNB/Waifu locked until 2024

Team: Same as Anime Token ( January 2021 )

Burn : NO

Mint : NO

Tax : Buy 5% - Sell 5% - slipp 6%

2% of each transaction is instantly shared between all waifu 
holders as native tokens ( working on all wallets )

2% every transaction goes immediately to our pancakeswap 
liquidity pool.

1% on each transaction is sent as BNB to our marketing/team 
wallet, so the future of the project can be secured even without 

team tokens, presale and token sale.

love greetings Mike Wang. 2022
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